In short, it seems that this country was and is all about diversity, and that passionate disagreement about varying regional, class, and ideological agendas has always been a part of its intellectual fabric. That is die essential point that Carl Berger makes in the last chapter of his classic historiographie study, when be wrote of die 1960s that, "The upsurge of publications in regional and provincial history represented the extension of a pre-existing tendency radier than an abrupt departure from the tradition of Canadian historical writing." 2 Berger also noted in his fine analysis of die "new" history in die last chapter of his revised historiography, that after die mid-sixties, die transformation of historical writing reflected "a sea change" in die country's educational and intellectual life. Among its indicators were a boom in higher educational institutions and a rapid expansion of die graduate school, resulting in a quadrupling of graduate dieses in history over die decade 1966-76, and an invigoration of die discipline by "people of more varied ethnic and cultural backgrounds, with a diversity of experiences, perspectives, and attainments." 3 The new history would be as diverse as Canada itself and reflect more faithfully its class composition, its gender, its edinicity, and its varied ideological and regional perspectives. I directly experienced that need for personal, emotional validation in history when I arrived at die University of Calgary in 1966, and assigned several essay topics on a variety of subjects, one of diem on Louis Riel. Defying all laws of distribution and resources I received an over three-quarters return on die West's first political martyr. Never were George Stanley's works summarized and paraphrased so often by so many! Those were die same undergraduates whom W.L. Morton graphically described ' For the purposes of this journal, perhaps the most compelling area of focus comes in that elusive entity, "the common people." They were perhaps first described for us rather obliquely, but nicely, by Fred Landon in his classic centenary article on the Rebellions of 1837-38 as, Those who farmed and worked at trades or kept shop; those who attended horse races or wrestling matches as well as those who attended revival meetings; those who came from the United States as well as those from the British Isles; the stage-driver, the inn-keeper, the doctor, the missionary, the postmaster, the editor of the local paper, the Anglican, the Methodist, Presbyterian, or Quaker, the people of whom Abraham Lincoln said that God must have loved them because he made so many of them. and chronology to more disjunctured local and regional subjects has been profound. But it has also made our history more complex as it deepens, layer upon layer, and sub-theme upon subplot, until we enter into the sort of detailed learned discourse which might be in danger of obliterating the original subject of our enquiry -the common people of Landon's early definition.
These The new social history of the common people is celebrated throughout the pages of these volumes, with widespread citations of works on family, gender relations, sexuality, education, daily life, sickness, and health. We now understand much better the role of fire, flood, and disaster in the ordinary lives of Canadians with recent books and articles on the Halifax explosion, the St. John's conflagration, the P.F.R.A. and the Dryland disaster, than we ever knew before (although J.M. Bumsted's article on the Winnipeg Flood is curiously omitted). Similarly, the role of epidemics from cholera to smallpox and the Spanish flu are better understood as are the role of public health measures adopted to prevent repetitions of the tuberculosis and polio epidemics, and the role of Canadians in developing drugs and therapies such as insulin and the polio vaccine. We are coming to understand much better the complexities of gender relations and the rhythms of family life, violence, and repression, the latter in particular with relation to the history of native peoples. And we know a great deal more about the violent history of a non-violent people as anticipated in earlier historiographical challenges thrown out in the 1960s and 1970s by S.R. Mealing and Kenneth McNaught. From labour violence to religious and race riots and the activities of far right groups, down to plain down-home hockey riots and sporting debacles, we know what we knew instinctively and did not say, that the "peaceable kingdom" is one of the great Canadian myths, a whiggish fiction designed for the cosmopolitan world outside, and for social control within.
We have therefore come "to know ourselves" much better, as Tom Symons put it in his challenge to Canadians by now some two decades old. And according to some, like Michael Bliss and J.M.S. Careless, we know far more perhaps man we ever needed to know. But it is perhaps the discovery of all the underside and commonplace in our social and national character mat is disturbing here: Karen Dubinsky's study of violence against women, Angus McLaren's work on sexual sterilization, and Cheryl Krasnick Warsh's book on the Homewood Retreat, and Barbara Roberts study of the deportations from Canada, From Whence They Came, to name but a few of the recent citations in social history. By opening up those letters in the attic, those hospital and asylum records and deportation files, the heroism commonly attributed to a single gender, class, and relatively homogenous ethnicity of two founding peoples has been irretrievably shattered in the deconstruction of the national myths. The reconstruction and recombination of the parts is by general agreement the relatively disordered state mat we are at, since various of die authors of these essays often exhort upon the need for the great walks of synthesis which must come. We are indeed at that Nietzschean point whore we have, instead of shoring up out tottering historical myths, given them a push instead We have perhaps also acknowledged what the historians of antiquity or the distant past always knew, the difficulties of historical reconstruction of even the recent past and the retrieval of what Peter Laslett has called The World We Have Lost" The historical world that we are in the process of rediscovering and remaking may only be a century or two old, but we are discovering by exhaustive delayering and painstaking restoration, a much deeper and richer mosaic than could have been imagined a generation ago.
